SURREY COMMUNITY COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10, 2009

Present:

Cheryl –Anne Hendy
Connie Hulley
Coreen Windbiel

CLBC Staff:

Sharon Rose, Surrey CPD Manager

Regrets:

Jane Moon, Shirley Tan, Larry Shareski

Edwina Jeffrey
Karen Virtue
Maddie Addison

Marie Sabine
Sandra Cottingham
Sheila Palmer

1.

The meeting was called to order at 7:30 pm.

2.

Thank you to Marie for hosting the December meeting and social at her home.

3.

Applications for Advisory Committee:

Sandra nominated Marie Sabine as the Advisory Committee representative for the Surrey
Community Council. Marie accepted the nomination. There were no other members
interested or nominated. The vote to accept Marie’s nomination was unanimous. Marie
completed and submitted her application, which Sharon will put forward on the council’s
behalf prior to the January 15, 2010 deadline.
4.

Nominations for Second Terms:

i) Marie put forth a motion to extend Cheryl-Anne’s membership on the council for a
second term. The motion was seconded by Coreen. There was no discussion. The motion
was passed unanimously.
ii) Coreen put forth a motion to extend Maddie’s membership on the council for a second
term. The motion was seconded by Connie. There was no discussion. The motion was
passed unanimously.
5.

Work Item:

Council members discussed and prepared a statement of formal recommendation for
CLBC re aging parents’ issue. The following was agreed upon as the content and specific
wording. Sandra will draft a brief introductory statement to contextualize the council’s
recommendation.
“Based on our community education campaign and the emerging demographic
trend of an aging population, we formally recommend that CLBC consider and
implement a plan for establishing targeted, comprehensive resources in
response to these anticipated service needs.”
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6.

Next Meeting

The next Community Council meeting will take place on Thursday, January 28, 2010, at
6:30. This will be a “business session”.

~ Merry Christmas and Happy Holidays!
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